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About This Game

Hurricane is a 3rd person survival game in open fantasy world.

A mysterious hurricane has bought you upon an unknown world, and now you need to survive in it's hosti 5d3b920ae0
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Okay, where to start? This game has some flaws and A LOT of bad things I can say about this game but there is also a fair
amount of good things i can say about this game. I'll start with the cons I suppose. -Cons No building (Bases, etc) Art style isn't
fully used to its potential Bugs and glitches Overpriced Combat system not fully completed Not very fun unless with friends
Unfinished map No many enemy types Repetitive grinding, fighting and etc Controls aren't explained well Only 2 bosses to
defeat Crafting system is cluttered and annoying -Pros Alot of potential Nice choice of art style Enjoyable even when
unfinished Fairly simple GUI Runs well Low system requirements Not much space needed for download This is a great but
terrible game. I suggest this as somthing you can have a bit of fun with but I wouldn't buy it for the full $14. Only get it when on
sale. The game itself isn't fleshed out enough to be worth that much money. Its fun but I don't think its something worth getting
unless you feel like its something you are really interested in. You need friends when playing this and a lot of patience. This
game has potential.. this game has potential but needs ALOT of work. Not yet. I purchased this game because the video and
photo's made it look VERY promising. The description sounded a bit lofty, but, I decided to give it a go. Now, from what I can
tell, this game is VERY early access, so bear in mind that things may change. Pro's: Looks Promising Cons: -This is a VERY
basic game created from the Unreal Engine using the most basic models and scuplting tools. It feels like it has very little to no
coding, and feels VERY generic (especially if you're familiar with Unreal Engine). -The price-tag. I don't know why this is on
Steam yet.If anything the developer should release it for free on his website as an alpha or beta testing phase. -Graphical
Glitches (jump with your weapon out, press 'f' while no weapon is equipped) -Exploitable Terrain (Run behind a tree while
being chased by a skeleton and the skeleton catches on the tree and you're free to safely pummel him to death while he stands
still) -The tree's and stones don't break down while harvesting them (or extracting them). -The crafting system isn't complete
and doesn't seem to allow you to craft. I had more luck finding tools and gear than I did actually crafting it. In fact, I couldn't
craft at all. -No building available, no story to follow, not sure what I'm doing here. There is no sense of direction or a story line,
so it's not about the experience. There is no building, therfore it isn't about creativity. There is no real survival aspect, so that's
out the window. What is this game? Honestly, and I'm not trying to be rude, this game needs a LOT of work and should not be
on steam with such a lofty price tag, especially since there is no word of the direction of the game and no word on what features
we can expect. As it stands right now, I could purchase the texture packs from Unreal Engine, fill the world and use the tools to
create terrain and drop a few box and copy this game. It's not unique, original, or even playable to be honest. While reading the
reviews, it honestly feels like the few good reviews this game has came from friends or family members trying to support
someone's hobby.. I've played the game for about 20 minutes. I paid full price unlike others that received it for free. I will give
my pointers as to why it has potential but not worth the price for being in such an early stage. The game is like a mix of
minecraft, skyrim, cube world, and adventure. It has many things to explore but there is very little to the game. I figured out
how to actually craft, gain ores, fight, but the one thing that was impossible was food. The controls in this game are pre-set and
there are only a few options. Movement, interaction, taking out weapon, crafting, and inventory. That is all. I found craft
diffcult because although I did find a hammer from the bodies of skeletons, I could only harvest ores, stone, and logs. I could
not grab the simple grab for other basic components and there are no instructions. This game could have a lot of potential but
there is not a single help to it and you run around endlessly as your hunger go down and you explore until you die from a
skeleton or run out of food. In the end, I actually refunded the game as it seem it is not worth the full price although it is on sale
only a few dollars off. At most it should become like minecraft starting at $5 in alpha and as it becomes more developed and
more popular, increase the price. I saw this game on Imgur and the creator worked alone with over 10,000 lines of code. Good
job but it needs a better way to allow feedback to expand the growth of the game quickly. Update (November 2017): The game
haven't updated and haven't listen to the commuunity. The game is now on sale for only $2 because it's doing so poorly.. finding
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iron is harder than finding a full set of iron armor. Can you tell me what the game is? Survive? Craft? What's the plot or what?
Nothing! For what purpose is the game maker's game?
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